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The most effective way to up engagement was the use of Influencers. When PIH used Hillary Clinton and the
NBA their average engagement was 98.65% and 97.3% respectively.

What was an effective way for UNICEF competitors to up their engagement on social media?

The most effective post at engaging followers are ones about hope and encouragement, which inspire a positive
sentiment towards UNICEF.

What types of twitter post got the most engagement?

The main topics being discussed are childrens education and Covid-19.
What is the conversation surrounding topics related to UNICEF?

UNICEF only has an average impact of 4.4 on Twitter while the average impact of CRIN is 7.8, PIH is 8.4, and IRC is 9.4,  w
Which organizations are having the highest impact on Twitter?

The platform with the highest Organization Talk was Twitter with 91% and 3,101,309 mentions. UNICEF has 3,101,309
mentions on Twitter.  

Which platform was used the most to discuss UNICEF?

Women (61%) engaged more with the topic of Covid19 than Men (31%). The Covid-19 topics that relate to UNICEF are
associated with children's education during the pandemic.  

Were men or women more likely to engage with the topic of Covid-19?

Executive Summary 3



Business Problems 

2. The sentiment surrounding the organization Unicef is neutral. Unicef needs to find a way to
bring about more postive sentiment. 

3. Unicef's competitors have higher engagement than Unicef on Twitter. Unicef should decide  
what is setting their competitors apart and find a way to increase their twitter engagement. 

1.UNICEF has a high amount of engagement with some tweets, but it has lower amount in
other categories. They need to figure out which content their audience engages with the most. 

KPI's 

Content Type (images videos, Inforgraphics, other media) 
Volume of Content (totals and spike analysis) 
Demographics (gender)  
Engagement (averages) 

Sentiment (positive, negative, neutral)

The Key Performance Indicators that influenced our decisions were: 

-mentions
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Data Overview From Brandwatch 

Owned Data Timeframe: 1/1/2020 Earned Data Timeframe: 1/1/2020

Main Platforms: Twitter @unicef Main Platforms: Twitter @unicef, Tumblr,
News 

Posts: 3,747,799 Posts:75,838,587
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Top Recommendations
UNICEF has attracted the most engagement through mentioning other organizations and branches.
Therefore, it would be beneficial to mention other organizations because it gets the highest amount of
engagement as well as attracting new viewers from the mentioned organization.

UNICEF should focus on using more influencers and celebrity endorsements. Our competitor, Partners in
Health (PIH) uses Hillary Clinton and the NBA for endorsements which has increased their overall
engagement on social media. With Hillary Clinton's impact being 98.65% and the NBA's impact being 97.3%, 
 strengthening our influencer presence on social media could dramatically increase our engagement.

With one of our top engagement post being a positive message of hope, UNICEF should increase their
amount of positive posts to alter the sentiment of our viewers when engaging with us on our platforms

UNICEF should work to convert people from neutral and negative to positive. Feeling more positive
sentiment towards UNICEF should increase involvement and connections between UNICEF and their viewers.
Positive sentiment when engaging on our social media is crucial since they are a fundraising based company.
Viewers  should be able to associate UNICEF with posivity in order for them to help support Unicef as a
whole.  
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Owned Data
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The theme with the most engagement was Mental Health. This theme only had 29 posts, but it had more than
double the engagement of the runner up theme of general healthcare. This theme was tweeted about 71 times. 

 Video had the highest engagement among media types. Further, image and infographics were engaged with 18
thousand times fewer than video alone. Text and other media types should probably be dropped as they had

barely any engagement. The other category in Media Contents should be explored because it had few tweets but
high engagement. 

For mention types, they should look into getting more celebrity endorsements and mentioning them. UNICEF
only mentioned celebrity endorsements in 12 tweets, but those tweets were interacted with only 3000 times less
than the third place category of sub-branches. UNICEF should also continue to mention other organizations and

maybe partner with them more to draw more attention to each issue.  

Owned Data Actionable Insights
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UNICEF has been mentioned 4 million times on Twitter since January 2020. There have only been three peak
detections where the volume is higher than usual. 

On June 1, 2020, the volume was 143% higher than usual, due to a Thai actor, Mew Suppasit, performing at a UNICEF
sponsored festival called Love Delivery in Thailand. On this day, UNICEF was mentioned 136 thousand times on
Twitter. 

On July 22, 2020, the volume was 167% higher than usual because UNICEF announced the campaign that won the
2020 UNICEF Inspiration Award. UNICEF was mentioned 149 thousand times on Twitter that day. 

UNICEF recently hit a peak volume detection on September 22,2020 when they announced they will be releasing a
“message of hope.” Volume was 1636% higher than usual.

UNICEF has more engagement with female viewers, than male viewers. Reports show 56% of viewers are female, and
44% of viewers are male. However, over time, the male viewer engagement has increased. At the beginning of the
year, the male engagement was only 7,000 viewers, and now the male engagement is 37,000 viewers.

Owned Data Set 
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Theme of Tweets

Actionable Insight: Our team found that the theme
Mental Health was the category with the most

engagement, even though there are only 29 tweets
with that certain theme.

Media Type

Actionable Insight: Our team discovered that using video in
a tweet creates more engagement among viewers. Unicef has
tweeted only 87 posts using video, which managed to attract

almost 50 percent of our media type engagement.
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Media Contents

Actionable Insight: The “other” category
creates the most engagement among viewers.

There are 26 tweets containing media
contents with “other.” Breaking down what

these tweets contain is essential. 

Hashtag Types

Actionable Insight: The tweets that contain an
event/holiday hashtag create the most engagement among

viewers. Unicef only tweeted 21 tweets containing an
event/holiday related hashtag, yet it still gets the highest

engagement. 
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 URL Target Type

Actionable Insight: The tweets that do not
contain a URL have the most engagement.
Unicef has tweeted 190 tweets that do not

contain a URL.”

Mention Type

Actionable Insight: The other organizations category
creates the most engagement among viewers. Unicef has

mentioned another organization 27 times

Owned Data
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Owned Data Recommendations

- Due to the high volume of engagement with healthcare related
tweets, we recommend that UNICEF incorporates importance of
health into dealing with humanitarian crisis, to increase
awareness of humanitarian crisis during this pandemic.

- Since infograophics were third for media type, with 23813
mentions, Unicef should focus on using them more in order
to increase engagement. 

-We recommend that UNICEF incorporate more hashtags for
educational-related events to increase engagement within our
theme of educational opportunities, since UNICEF and their
viewers focuses more on children-related issues.

-UNICEF has attracted the most engagement through 
 mentioning other organizations and branches. Therefore,
it would be beneficial to mention other organizations
because it gets the highest amount of engagement as well
as attracting new viewers from the mentioned
organization.

-For hashtag type, UNICEF needs to capitalize on
events/holidays more, due it only having 21 tweets and
the highest engagement.

-Based on the data, UNICEF should use their organization
url more in their twitter post since it came in second with
27993 mentions. This should increase engagement and
traffic on their web-page.

-UNICEF should consider mentioning more celebrities since it
was almost engaged with as much as the sub-branches
category, and they should continue to mention other
organizations and partner with them more to gain more
attention.
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Earned Data
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Organization Talk 

This shows the top influencers for UNICEF. The
influencers with higher followers will have a

more meaningful impact because more people
will see it.

Actionable Insight: This pie chart shows the sentiment
towards UNICEF's content. The majority of the sentiment

is neutral, with a high postive sentiment and low
negative sentiment. A majority of recent postive tweets
are talking about Kim Seokjin and his being a part of the
Love yourself campaign. The campaing's goal is to end

violence towards children and teens.  The negative
sentiment is mainly focused around people being upset
with UNICEF for not taking more action to help with the

Armenian war.
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These tweets display the positive and negative sentiments shown in the pie
chart in the previous slide.  
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Organization Talk 

The majority of viewers
are female, with male
viewers trailing close

behind.  

Actionable Insight: The main topics that
surround the organization UNICEF are "Covid
19", "children", and "education." None of these

topics are surprising due to the fact that
UNICEF's main goal is providing children with

aid and the major pandemic happening right now
is Covid-19.  
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These tweets are examples that show that the top tweets are about
Covid-19, Children, and Children's Education.   
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U
Organization Talk 

Post with Top Engangment

On September 23rd, 2020, volume was 6303%
higher than usual. UNICEF Korea was releasing
a message of hope on September 23rd.
UNICEF was reminding people to tune in on
this day.
On September 27th, 2020, Volume was 204%
higher than usual. BTS features in a special GIF
in support of #UNGA. 
On October 11th, 2020, Volume was 333%
higher than usual. There were terrorist attacks
in the city of Ganja against civilians attacked by
the Armenian.
On October 28th, Volume was 170% higher
than usual.  Terrorist attacks from the
Armanian continue killing innocent civilians

September 23, 2020

September 27, 2020

October 11, 2020

October 28, 2020
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Organization Spike Analysis
A (September 23rd, 2020)

- There was 526,667 thousand tweets. The
volume was 6,416% higher than usual

B (October 11th, 2020)
- There was 36,494 thousand tweets. The volume

was 351% higher than usual

C (September 27th, 2020)
- There was 24,846 thousand tweets. The

volume was 207% higher than usual

D(October 28th, 2020)
- There was 36,290 thousand tweets. The volume

was 349% higher)
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Organization Cross Platform 

Twitter is the most used
platform, with there being

3,108, 923 mentions. The main
conversations on Twitter are

about UNICEF in other
countries like Africa and Asia.  

The news is the 2nd most used
media platform, with there being
220,999 mentions. The main

conversations surrounding UNICEF
in the news is how to get vaccine
supplies to different UNICEF

organizations.  
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U Topic Talk  

"Children" and "Covid-19" are two of the main topics

that are discussed surrounding UNICEF. "Children"

is highly talked about because UNICEF is all about

providing aid to children worldwide. "Covid-19" is

highly discussed due to the recent pandemic that has

affected children, which is Unicef's main mission (to

provide aid to children around the world.)  
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U Topic Spike Analysis

Conversation The spike in August 2020 is due to new
data that was released showing that
fewer children were being vaccinated

since the Covid-19 outbreak.  March 16, 2020

August 24, 2020

The spike at the start of March 2020 was due to
the start of the Coronavirus pandemic. Schools
and universities were being shut down around

the world.
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U UN ICEF

Topic Spike Analysis 

A (March 16, 2020)
- There was 3,696,396 tweets, with the volume being 107% higher than usual

B (August, 24th 2020)
- There was 3,375,688 million tweets, with the being volume 89% higher 
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U
Topic Data Cross Platform

Twitter is the most used platform,
with there being 4,025,166

mentions.The main topics talked
about on Twitter are about how
Covid-19 is affecting children's

education.   

The news is the next most used platform, with
there being 1,334,291 mentions. The main

topic talked about in the news is how Covid-19
is affecting the sport of football.   

Reddit is the 3rd most
used platform, with
there being 346,897
mentions. The main
topic talked about on

Reddit is mental health.  
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U UN ICEF

Competitive Analysis   
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U
Child Rights International

Network

11,967 mentions 

4,679 mentions

Top Influencers 

Child Rights International Network is a nonprofit that
allocates for child rights. 

Actionable Insight: Their main platform that has the most
mention volume is Forums, whereas UNICEF's main

platform is Twitter. They have more male followers than
female, whereas UNICEF has more female followers than

male. There large engagement on forums shows that people
like to actively discuss with the company. 
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Partners In Health 

76,962 mentions 

25,342 mentions

Top Influencers 

Partners In Health is a nonprofit organization that gives those in need the
healthcare they deserve. 

Actionable Insight: They have the most mention volume on Twitter, which
is most likely due to the fact that Hilary Clinton is one of their main

influencers on Twitter. Since Hillary Clinton's main followers are female,
it makes sense for the majority of  followers for Partners In Health to also
be mostly female. This also shows that PIH is involved more on twitter
and not as much on other platforms. The news is really the only other

platform that their mentioned in. 
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157,080 mentions

International Rescue Committee 

65,577 mentions

121,895 mentions

Top Influencers 

International Rescue Committee responds to the worlds worst
humanitarian crisis and provides aid to those affected. 

Actionable Insight: Their top influencers are main news outlets,
which is due to the fact that those news outlets report on the main
crisis going on in the world.  Their main followers are mostly male,
with forums being their main platform that has the most mention

volume. The amount of mentions shows that IRC is a large non-profit
as well, and they do well on forums, where they get involved with
their viewers, and twitter. They also have high mentions in the news
probably due to their top influencers being news organzations.   
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UNICEF should focus on using more influencers and celebrity endorsements. Our competitor,
Partners in Health (PIH) uses Hillary Clinton and the NBA for endorsements which has

increased their overall engagement on social media. With Hillary Clinton's impact being
98.65% and the NBA's impact being 97.3%,  strengthening our influencer presence on social

media could dramatically increase our engagement.

Earned Data Recommendations

   International Rescue Committee's top influencers are news and political bases
and sixty-four percent of their viewers are male. UNICEF should incorporate more

news and political influencers in order to increase our male population

With one of our top engagement post being a positive message of hope,
UNICEF should increase their amount of positive posts to alter the sentiment

of our viewers when engaging with us on our platforms 

UNICEF should work to convert people from neutral and negative too positive. Feeling more positive
sentiment towards UNICEF should increase involvement and connections between UNICEF and their
viewers. Positive sentiment when engaging on our social media is crucial since they are a fundraising
based company, we need our viewers to associate UNICEF with posivity to infleunce them to support us
as a company.
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unicef OR “uni cef” OR “United Nations Children's Fund” OR “UN Children’s Fund” OR “United
Nations International Children's Emergency Fund” OR “UN International Children's Emergency

Fund”

"Child Rights International Network” OR “CRIN” OR “@CRINwire” OR “Partners in Health” OR
“PIH” OR “PIH.org” OR “International Rescue Committee” OR “IRC” OR “RESCUEorg” OR

“Rescue.org”

((infant AND (“mortality rate” OR deaths)) OR ((#beruit OR #lebannon) AND (bombing OR
explosions OR disaster OR explosion) AND (children OR kids)) OR ((“Social work” OR “Social
workers” OR “Social worker” OR “Mental Health”) AND (Children OR Kids)) OR ((children OR

kids) AND (#Covid OR Covid OR #Covid19 OR Covid19 OR #Coronavirus OR Coronavirus)) OR
((school OR schools Or education OR #education OR educational opportunities OR

#educationaloppotunities OR students OR student) AND (covid OR covid 19 OR covid19 OR
#covid OR #covid19 OR corona OR coronavirus OR #corona OR #coronavirus))

Appendix

Organization

Topic

Competition

@seesuite.uga.edu
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